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it’s important to note that mudbox and zbrush are very different pieces of software. it’s great that they share a file
format to export meshes to other applications. however, you will want to spend some time learning how to use both
pieces of software, before you attempt to blend them into one application. when first creating a mesh with mudbox,

the experience should be very intuitive to allow for easy export and import. by using mudbox during the entire
sculpting process, the artist will acquire a lot of knowledge, and will be able to rely on mudbox as the application of
choice rather than zbrush. some shortcuts and one-click conversion tools help speed up sculpting in both mudbox
and zbrush. knowing what these tools are and how they can be used can help the beginner’s workflow and faster

meshes. for example, the x mirror tool in mudbox will invert the topology of the object. in zbrush, use the flip tool to
symmetrical objects. the cylinder tool in both mudbox and zbrush allows you to extrude a cylinder into whatever
shape you desire. this is a great tool to be used when creating an extrusion from a flat plane into a shape with

texture, or when you’re just trying to create something a bit odd. if the object is created in 3d, you can use this tool
to move the vertices of the object around. if your object is created in 2d, you can manipulate the x-y and z axis to

create a new surface for the object. the “c” tool from mudbox allows you to create perfect sharp edges on meshes.
this is especially useful when working in zbrush with complex uv maps, as these tools can help an artist avoid uv

errors when a uv map is a bit wonky.
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once you are into the sculpting process, you will note that it is difficult to understand what mudbox is doing. when
you switch between the 3d view, surface editor, paint and sculpt view modes, the app acts as if it's a completely

separate application. but that is actually a good thing. indeed, mudbox focuses on the sculpting process, first making
it much easier and faster to add and remove key points to the surface, using the sculpt brush tool. it also features
various brushes and optional brushes. some tools are like the one used in zbrush and retopo 2.1 but are all custom

tools made for mudbox. mudbox also includes features we are used in zbrush, such as the mudkit. unlike most other
apps, mudbox doesn't allow you to create custom tools that will act the same way in every module. if you want to

create a tool in mudkit, you have to retool it and play with it to make sure it will work the same way in each module.
it's not a standard modular application, but most of the time, this is not a problem. at this point, mudbox should be

out of the picture and it's time for the most important part: sculpting. to my surprise, all the settings and nodes of my
brushes seemed to be set at a per-section or per-brush basis. once you have a certain brush, this tool has a lot of

options, so i quickly changed them into the profile i needed. this brush is named the butterfly or the butterfly.fx for
its interesting shape. there is a tutorial on the tutorials site that really helps in defining your settings for the brush.
when you save your brush, mudbox allows you to define a default action set. you can either set the default to be

activated or you can set it to default to default, for each action. all actions have its parameters and mudbox allows
you to define their behavior. once you're done setting the options, you can go on sculpting. sure, mudbox can't

compete with sculptris for speed, but the sculpting process is pretty quick. you can also quickly change brush type
with a simple click. almost any brush you can imagine can be created thanks to mudbox and its amazing library of

tools. at this point, the great variety of options available allows you to instantly get a new, custom feel to your work.
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